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From Wakefield to Towton 2001-08-01 the wars of the roses was a complicated bloody affair between the houses of
lancaster and york and witnessed much changing of sides that disjointed feuding persisted for a staggering thirty years and
was a north versus south affair however the period and conflicts covered by this title are refreshingly clear an intriguing tale
of treachery and deceit
From Wakefield to Towton 2001-08-01 the wars of the roses was a complicated bloody affair between the houses of
lancaster and york and witnessed much changing of sides that disjointed feuding persisted for a staggering thirty years and
was a north versus south affair however the period and conflicts covered by this title are refreshingly clear an intriguing tale
of treachery and deceit
The English Historical Review 1889 this medieval military history uses archeological research to shed new light on this
significant and bloody battle in the wars of the roses the battle at towton in yorkshire on march 29th 1461 was a major
turning point in the wars of the roses it was also the largest longest fought and bloodiest day in english medieval history in
terms of the number of troops involved the ruthlessness of the fighting the quantity of casualties and the decisive nature of
its outcome towton stands out from the long sequence of battles fought for control of england in the fifteenth century
drawing on the discoveries of modern archaeological research historian john sadler pieces together what actually happened
on that fateful day in this vivid reconstruction of the battle he offers unflinching insight into the cruelties of medieval warfare
The English Historical Review 1889 palm sunday 1461 was the date of a ruthless and bitterly contested battle fought by two
massive medieval armies on an exposed yorkshire plateau for the prize of the crown of england this singular engagement of
the wars of the roses has acquired the auspicious title of the longest biggest and bloodiest battle ever fought on british soil
but what drove the contending armies of york and lancaster to fight at towton and what is the truth behind the legends
about this terrible encounter where contemporaries record that the rivers ran red with blood andrew boardman answers
these questions and many more in the new updated edition of his classic account of towton which provides a fascinating
insight into the reality of the battlefield the battle of towton is illustrated throughout with contemporary illustrations modern
photographs and specially drawn maps
Towton 2014-04-19 the book covers in detail the attacks of 14 18 july 1916 against the bazentin woods and villages and
beyond walks and tours of the surroundings areas are included with detailed action maps
Towton 1461 2022-03-03 originally published in 1994 an illustrated study of the battle of towton in 1461 between the
armies of york and lancashire which discusses what drove the armies to fight at towton and examines the legends and the
possible truth about the battle
Rhymes real and romantic 1890 this wwii military history and battlefield guide examines a pivotal conflict of the battle of
normandy including detailed maps and illustrations over a month after the d day landings the allies were still confined to the
normandy peninsula the german line was anchored by the medieval town of caen which the british were supposed to have
occupied on d day the key to capturing caen was hill 112 known to the germans as kalverienberg or mount calvary under
pressure from churchill montgomery launched a major offensive unfortunately german reinforcements began arriving in the
caen area the british now faced four ss divisions and the tigers of the 502nd ss heavy panzer regiment an all out allied effort
including heavy bombers and naval bombardment was required to secure the final victory this volume details all the action
around hill 112 with numerous illustrations and maps complementing the lively text
Bazentin Ridge 2000-09-13 towton the bloodiest battle is illustrated throughout with contemporary illustrations modern
photographs and specially drawn maps book jacket
The Battle of Towton 1996 international multi disciplinary perspectives on the key question of community engagement in
theory and practice in a diverse range of heritage settings
Normandy: Hill 112 2008-06-17 this book covers the airborne aspects of the operation focusing on the british 6th airborne
division but also includes sufficient background to place varsity into its correct context alongside the other operations to
cross germany s last strategic barrier introd
Towton 2009 by christmas 1944 the allies were on the threshold of victory having remorselessly rolled the germans back to
the very borders of the fatherland the the shock of a massive nazi counter attack through the ardennes in the depth of
winter threw the allies into confusion bastogne was at the very centre of this dramatic and most dangerous setback
Engaging Heritage, Engaging Communities 2017 flers is of course best remembered for the first use of tanks in modern war
but the battles at flers and gueudecourt were also memorable as forming part of the last great advance of the british army
in this slogging match that was the battle of the somme in 1916
Operation Varsity 2008-01-01 the battle of naseby was the decisive engagement of the english civil war and the battlefield is
the first to have been radically reinterpreted in the light of metal detector research this guide co authored by the principal
authorities on the battle links contemporary accounts to their findings in the context of today s landscape the book also
offers the chance to develop alternative personal interpretations while visiting the key viewpoints and walking the few paths
currently accessible to the public
Bastogne 2011-06-12 in 1917 bourlon wood on the western front was the scene of fierce back and forth fighting between the
british and the germans with british gains on at least one occasion thrown away by lack of proper follow up the wood formed
the left flank of the massive british tank attack at cambrai the first of its kind on november 20 1917 bourlon wood once
again came into prominence in september 1918 with the attack of the canadian corps against the german defenders an
action that rivaled the canadian assault on vimy ridge
Flers & Gueudecourt 2000-09-12 a guide to the landing areas used by the 1st british airborne division in its attempt to
take the arnhem bridge and describes some of the fighting in and around oosterbeek a small town to the west of arnhem
preface
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Naseby-June 1645 2002-01-22 a battlefield guide to the scene of an austro hungarian attack on the british corps sector of
the allied front line on the asiago plateau forty miles north of venice in northern italy on 15 16 june 1918 this comprehensive
and attractive guidebook describes the terrain the forces involved and the fighting including the action leading to the award
of two vcs
Bourlon Wood 2008-03-05 the guide describes the ground and operations covered by the british french and us expeditionary
forces deployed from france to the area north of venice between november 1917 and spring 1919 these forces supported
the italians after their disastrous defeat at caporetto and helped stem the austrian and german onslaught this is the first
guide to the allied contribution and the piave defence line it also covers the rear areas supply and repair services training
and recreation and describes the movement to italy and subsequent service and care of the 16 000 british and 20 000
french horses and mules the us contribution has never been adequately described before
Arnhem 2002-01-01 beaucourt is one of the last parts of the battle of the somme still to be covered until now by the
splendid battleground europe series it was also one of the last actions of the battle of the somme 1916 the eventual capture
of beaucourt along with beaumont hamel forced the germans to retreat to their new defensive position known as the
hindenburg line the battle of beaucourt was also known as the gough offensive led by general gough with a large proportion
of the troops involved being from the royal naval division indeed beaucourt is where bernard freyberg of that division won
his victoria cross following the usual battleground style readers are taken on a voyage of discovery through the village of
beaucourt and along the banks of the ancre in the direction of cambrai
Asiago 2001-05-03 this is the story of the battle of calais a short but bloody struggle to delay the german advance in may
1940 it is a story of uncertainty of taut nerves of heat dust raging thirst and hand to hand fighting in the narrow streets of
the channel port now known to millions of britons as a gateway to the continent the guide will take the visitor beyond the
ferry terminal and hypermarkets to reveal the hidden calais and the actions of individuals and units
Touring the Italian Front, 1917–1919 2008-10-17 now thanks to this guide it will be possible to study possibly the most
visited site at least by those whose ancestors served in the british expeditionary force on the western front with a solid
understanding of how the enemy fought its battles in the area of beaumont hamel and to be moved also by their
professionalism courage tenacity and comradeship hard work has also identified a number of the casualties of the fighting
here who are now buried in the german cemeteries it is difficult not to feel the grief of their fortunate comrades who
survived the war and came back in search of their graves only to find traces of so very few of them these brave soldiers
every bit as committed as their british or french enemies deserved a better memorial than that hopefully this book will serve
as something of a memorial for them and help us also to understand why the battles of that war were so bitterly fought
series editor introd
Beaucourt 2003-11-19 ninety years after the battle of the somme was fought visitors continue to flock in very large numbers
to the massive memorial to the missing at thiepval site of a bitter three month struggle during the summer of 1916 this book
explains in detail how from the autumn of 1914 onwards the german defenders turned this key feature into a virtually
impregnable position from which they were able for weeks on end to repulse every attempt to capture it drawing on original
maps photographs and personal accounts of the german defenders the reader is taken stage by stage through the battles
for the german front line between ovillers and saint pierre divion during the two years from september 1914 to september
1916 it explains why the british attacks of 1st july 1916 failed so catastrophically and culminates with an account of its
eventual loss at the end of september 1916
Calais 1999-03-16 the war memoirs of these two officers with the royal welsh fusiliers have never been out of print since
their first publication both men won instant and enduring fame with these very different narratives which made them two of
the most influential participants in shaping later attitudes to the war graves gave offence in many quarters with his factual
inaccuracies and or slurs on various units of the british army sassoon s nostalgic evocation of his cricketing and fox hunting
background contrast with the detailed narrative of personalities and life in the battle of the somme and the battle of arras
the thinly disguised names of real fellow officers are unravelled to help illustrate sassoon s poetry and actions
The British National Bibliography 2001 in this guide to the battle of ramillies the author provides an account of the
campaign and the action and takes the reader across the battleground itself relating the course of the fighting to the terrain
as it can be viewed today
The Germans at Beaumont Hamel 2006-01-01 in early 1942 shipping losses in the atlantic threatened britain s very survival
in addition to the u boat menace there was real concern that the mighty german battleship tirpitz be unleashed against the
vital allied convoys yet only the normandie dock at st nazaire could take her vast size in the event of repairs being required
destroy that and the tirpitz would be neutralized thus was born operation chariot the daring commando raid that while
ultimately successful proved hugely costly using personal accounts james dorrian describes the background and thrilling
action that resulted in the award of five victoria crosses in a dramatic final twist of events once the battle was over the
converted former us warship campelton blew up wrecking the dock gates and killing many germans who thought the battle
was won
The Germans at Thiepval 2006-01-01 en bog i battleground serien som delvis udgør en rejsefører for de som besøger
kampområderne delvis en bog med informationer som kan studeres individuelt forfatteren beskriver luftmilitære
installationer i frankrig normandiet kanalkystområdet samt materiel og personel involveret under den 1 verdenskrig 1914 18
en oversigt og beskrivelse af kirkegårde udgør en del af bogen
Sassoon & Graves 2001-03-15 in spring 1945 the outcome of the war was beyond doubt yet with the russians closing fast
on berlin the speed of the us british advance was of the essence one major hurdle remained the mighty rhine this text
follows the river crossings by 30th 79th us divisions the parachute assault by 17th us airborne division
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Ramillies 1706 2006-09-15 on 14 april 1471 the forces of lancaster under the earl of warwick and those of york under
edward iv clashed at barnet in hertfordshire in one of the decisive battles of the wars of the roses in a bloody encounter the
two armies fought to resolve a bitter dynastic dispute that had already fuelled twenty years of war warwick s death and
edward s victory changed the course of english history in this new guide to the battle david clark one of the leading
battlefield historians gives a gripping account of the fighting and of the intrigue that led to it and he provides a full tour of
the battlefield itself
Saint-Nazaire 2006-01-01 st albans is unique in having been the site of two pivotal battles during the wars of the roses yet
this is the first book length account to have been published it offers a gripping account of the fighting and of the politics and
intrigue that led to it and it incorporates the results of the latest research the authors also plot the events of over 500 years
ago onto the twenty first century landscape of st albans so that the visitor can retrace the course of each battle on the
present day ground
Airfields and Airmen 2006-01-01 this wwii history and battlefield guide examines the allied push across the rhine with maps
photos and informative text by late march of 1945 the advance through europe had brought allied forces to hitler s doorstep
second british army and ninth us army were poised to carry out an assault crossing of the rhine in the british part of the
operations field marshal montgomery s best assault divisions were assembled to carry out the british and canadian part of
the attack between emmerich and wesel a commando brigade and two scottish divisions carried out the initial assault under
cover of darkness and a tremendous bombardment on the evening of march 23rd they fended off the german first parachute
army and by dawn they had established a bridgehead during the following morning 6th british airborne division dropped
around hamminkeln in the immediate rear of the germans in an operation codenamed varsity by march 27th after some
heavy combat the allies were prepared to launch their final drive to the baltic the rhine crossing though by no means the
final battle sealed the fate of nazi germany this comprehensive guide provides essential information on historic sites along
with maps and photographs
The Rhine Crossing 2006-01-01 on 21 february 1916 the german fifth army launched a devastating offensive against french
forces at verdun and set in motion one of the most harrowing and prolonged battles of the great war by the time the
struggle finished ten months later over 650 000 men had been killed or wounded or were missing and the terrible memory of
the battle had been etched into the histories of france and germany this epic trial of military and national strength cannot be
properly understood without visiting and walking the battlefield and this is the purpose of christina holstein s invaluable
guide in a series of walks she takes the reader to all the key points on the battlefield many of which have attained almost
legendary status the spot where colonel driant was killed the forts of douaumont vaux and souville the mort homme ridge
and verdun itself reviews a new guide book from one of the most knowledgeable western front historians and guides a new
work by long time battlefield guide and wfa member who also wrote an earlier pen sword book on ft douaumont e wwi
historical association
Barnet 1471 2007-03-08 this wwii history and battleground guide offers a fascinating look at the vital and infamous stretch
of road through the netherlands after the allied victory at normandy operation market garden was intended to cut a path to
germany through the netherlands essential to the plan was a two lane road that came to be known as hell s highway this
was the route that the british 3rd guards armored division had to advance down rapidly to relieve the american paratroopers
of the 82d airborne at nijmegen and the british i st airborne division at arnhem beginning with the famous capture of joe s
bridge by the irish guards an essential preliminary action before the start of operation market garden historian tim saunders
guides visitors through the seizure of bridges the liberation of small towns and other actions undertaken by the famous
screaming eagles with vivid personal accounts throughout this guide features practical visitor information about monuments
and other important sites
The Battles of St Albans 2013-09-09 the battle of waterloo marked the climax of four extraordinary months napoleon
returned from exile ousted the unpopular king louis xviii and then turned to launch a pre emptive strike against the allied
armies assembling in the united netherlands here napoleon met wellington who had cobbled together an army with
contingents from the british the united netherlands and the prussians firstly at quatre bras and then finally at waterloo this is
the second book in the series to cover the battle following on from hougoumont
Operation Plunder 2007-03-26 this book guides the reader through the battle for the v corps beachhead the fiercest and
bloodiest of the landings a must for those inspired by saving private ryan and many more
The Battles and Battle Fields of Yorkshire 1854 this book describes the action of 9 may 1915 when the battalions of the 1st
division 7th division and the indian army attacked aubers ridge their objective was to break the german line and cut the
supply route to the enemy troops fighting to the south against a french offensive at vimy ridge in true battleground style the
dramatic story is told through the actions of those involved in the fighting places and points of interest are highlighted and
for those fortunate enough to visit the area there are excellent directions and hints on how to best capture the atmosphere
Walking Verdun 2009-01-01 operation epsom was montgomery s third attempt to take the city of caen which was a key
british d day objective this book takes us through the actions in vivid detail delayed by a storm the attack designed to
envelop caen from the west eventually began at the end of june 1944 the territorial army battalions of 15th scottish division
spearheaded the attacks through the well developed positions of 12th
Hell's Highway 2009-05-18
Waterloo 2002-01-01
Omaha Beach 1990-12-31
Aubers Ridge 2005-09-19
Operation Epsom 2002-06-06
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